Ant colony optimization for predicting RNA folding pathways.
RNA folding dynamics plays important roles in various functions of RNAs. To date, coarse-grained modeling has been successfully employed to simulate RNA folding dynamics on the energy landscape composed of secondary structures. In such a modeling, the energy barrier height between metastable structures is a key parameter that crucially affects the simulation results. Although a number of approaches ranging from the exact method to heuristic ones are available to predict the barrier heights, developing an efficient heuristic for this purpose is still an algorithmic challenge. We developed a novel RNA folding pathway prediction method, ACOfoldpath, based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). ACO is a widely used powerful combinatorial optimization algorithm inspired from the food-seeking behavior of ants. In ACOfoldpath, to accelerate the folding pathway prediction, we reduce the search space by utilizing originally devised structure generation rules. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we benchmarked ACOfoldpath on the known nineteen conformational RNA switches. As a result, ACOfoldpath successfully predicted folding pathways better than or comparable to the previous heuristics. The results of RNA folding dynamics simulations and pseudoknotted pathway predictions are also presented.